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ABSTRACT 

Russia is planning to begin the gradual substitution RBMK NPP units, whose 

resources were worked out itself, to NPP units ivith a 800 MW multiloop boiling water 

power reactor (MKER-800) enhanced safety at next ten-year period. Main draivbacks of 

RBMK Reactor were completely removed in design of MKER-800 reactor. Moreover some 

special decisions were made to give MKER-800 self-safety properties. The proposed design 

of the MKER-800 enhanced safety reactor is not only fully free from the drawbacks of the 

RBMK reactors, but also show a number of advantages of channel-type reactors. 

This Paper presents some preliminary proposals of MCR Design, that developed 

Research and Development Institute of Power Energy (RDIPE). 

INTRODUCTION 

The high safety of NPP unit is possible by means to decide a series of tasks including the 

reactor problems; automation and human factors. 

The high safety of the MKER reactor is ensured by the use of (5, 6): 

- self-protection features inherent in the design, which keep the reactor in a safe state or 

drive it into this state, following the natural laws; 

- passive safety systems actuated in emergencies without switch-on operations or additional 

power supply; 

- active safety systems which in contrast to the passive ones require additional power for 

their operation and whose number, relative to the passive systems, is minimised; 

- accident localisation means, including the containment housing all the reactor equipment. 

1 In compliance with these requirements according to [1,2], the MKER Project employs 
engineering means to ensure the probability of an accident with fuel damage beyond the 
design limit, of not more than 10 — ^ per reactor—year and the probability of radioactivity 
going beyond the last safety barrier and, hence, of the personnel, population and 
environment exposure to impermissible radiation levels, under 10—^ per reactor—year (6). 
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Project of MCR to provide NPPs unit whose levels of nuclear, radiation and 

engineering safety would fully comply with the corresponding requirements of the advanced 

foreign developments (APWR, ABWR) and would surpass the current safety levels of the 

Russia vessel-type reactors. 

Using of Advanced Information Methods and Artificial Intelligence in Nuclear Plant 

Control Rooms should provide advantage, such as: 

Substantial reduction in panel complexity; 

Increasing resources and possibilities for control room staff in Accident and Transient: 

• Increasing time resources for operators to think and plan. Increasing time for the taking 

decision is conscience the early diagnostic dangerous deviation of parameters and also 

simplification of the information, which care out operator. 

• Increasing information resources for operators. The increasing accessible information 

according to safety goal decreases probabilities of the decision's errors. 

• Increasing psychological resources for operators. It means stress reduction in Accident. 

In this respect a variety of favourable conditions can be found in the MKER-800 

design: 

improved safety of the MKER-800 reactor plant is attained on retention of a variety of 

engineering and design decisions that have been justified by the experience of the RBMK-

type reactor plant operation. It should be noted that when organising the MKER-800 

control; the positive experience of organisation of the RBMK reactor control will be used to 

a great extent. 

It is special attention International experience in the development of a MCR of 

enhanced safety NPPs unit. Development of MCR must be realised with accordance 

international documents of IAEA and IEC [3, 4]. 

The whole understanding of the human factors problems during development process 

and exploitation is the divisible part of safety culture of the new generation NPPs unit. 

MAIN CONTROL ROOM DEVELOPMENT 

Design criteria 

The mine design criteria of Main Control Room MKER-800 NPPs unit is: 

• Providing optimal conditions for operator on base of man-machine interface 

improvements; 
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• Providing insurance information presents for operators and insurance control possibilities 

to Safety functions. 

• Increase degree of automation safety functions and effectiveness functions; 

Allocation of functions 

For aiming effectiveness and NPP's safety necessary increasing Automation of it's 

function. 

Main Control Room staff of NPP unit MKER-800 consist of shift supervisor, reactor 

operator and turbine operator. The quantity of MCR staff reduces up to three persons. 

Allocation function between staff of MCR is to single operator doing interconnecting tasks. 

MCR staff control the technological process on functional level (As We call Soft 

Control). Controlling operators use not only detailed instrumentation, but use technological 

process as it self, organising the automatic regulators and subsystem's work. 

The unique human capabilities as pattern recognition, extrapolation, abstraction, 

planning activities are use the most effectiveness. 

Optional demands for MCR staff and training programme as results that allocation 

of function mast be take in consideration. 

Ergonomie design of main control room 

The main control room integrated system consists of the MCR operating staff, man-

machine interaction systems, the operating procedures for power unit under the normal and 

emergency conditions, the program for the personnel training and qualification. This 

approach corresponds to the IAEA recommendations and IEC standards [3, 4]. The MCR is 

intended for safe and effective power unit control from its compartments under all operating 

conditions and should provide the personnel with the devices for man-machine interaction as 

well as with the appropriate information and equipment that are required to attain the 

objectives concerning the power unit operation. 

The view of MKER-800 NPP unit see fig.l. 

On the information panel where are wide screen display, annunciator, mimic diagram of 

unit. 

In site of MCR where are control board of reactor operator, turbine operator and 

shift supervisor. 
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The Control board consist of colour graphical working stations, means of "soft" control and 

conventional means for control safety systems. 

The rapid improvement of the hardware and software enables to improve to a large extent 

the MCR characteristics in which three operator boards and large common-use displays have 

a dominant role. 

Removal of fixed means man-machine interface can reach ergonomie characteristic of 

working plaices. 

The information process in the context of the objectives and tasks that are meant for the 

operators in every particular case, is output to the above-mentioned displays. 

To optimise man-machine interface, it is required to employ the experience of 

operation and upgrade RBMK power units. The analysis of advantages and shortcomings of 

the implemented design solutions makes it possible to unload operating personnel, reduce the 

probability of errors and diminish stress. This concept of the main control room provides 

the sufficient flexibility of the design and makes it possible to introduce the new functions 

and operations into the system. Thus, whenever possible, the information representation and 

control actions can be implemented by means of such interfaces as the CRT displays that can 

be optimised as they are designed and operated. 

Safety Critical Control Room Functions 

It should be noted that at present beyond any doubt is the need to preserve the 

conventional (non-computerised) keyboard panel as the process controls and manual 

switching on the protective systems, alongside with the preservation of the conventional 

devices for the information displaying and recording within the certain volume. It is the 

demands of Russian normative documents (2). 

Operator support system 

It is clear that OSS functions vary as operational regime changes. Subsequently, 

requirements to their implementation also vary, therefore, it is reasonable to break down 

three main subsystems such as: 

1. OSS for normal operation 

This system shall supply the operators with the required information, first of all, 

under the most complicated transients, reloading and different standard equipment switching 
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(for example, during reactor start-up when complicated procedures have to be executed and 

future reactor state is predicted). 

A lot of design tasks of power unit state control under normal operation are already 

implemented at NPP's with RBMK reactor. 

2. OSS for emergency situations and accidents 

This subsystem goal is an early detection of the deviations, identification of their 

possible causes and support of operators counter-measures depending on the actual situation 

(in case of tested or untested equipment failures, as well as under the hazardous situations 

due to operator's erroneous actions). 

This subsystem of OSS is primarily meant for implementation of the following 

functions: 

- monitoring and continuous representation of the key safety functions; at the operator's 

demand, data display on equipment state, current and pre-set values of process parameters, 

trends of their changing; 

- support of equipment failure diagnostics, including safety control systems and I&C; 

- support of control room staff to perform the instructions on emergency situation 

eliminating, including symptom-oriented procedures. 

3. Maintenance OSS 

The objective of this subsystem is to evaluate how maintenance activities influence 

overall reliability and records of NPP operation as well as to generate instruction on system 

separation and, sequentially, to support the operators during recovery after failure of any 

function or subsystem. 

System architecture shall be based on "client-server" technology and open system 

concept. 

OSS stations are operators workstations and specialised servers responsible for data 

calculation, recording and print-outs, as well as microprocessors for communication with the 

object. 

The operators should not regard OSS as an additional load. To this end, OSS 

information is to be readily accessed due to its high efficiency and quality of operator-

computer interface. 

Unified operator-computer interface provides good level of skills for OSS application 

under all operational modes. 
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Operator training 

The development of the personnel training program and facilities should take place 

with forestalling relative to commissioning the NPP with new power units has been 

recognised in the world practice generalised in the IAEA documents. According to the 

present-day ideas, by the time of commissioning the operating personnel of a new power unit 

should pass the complete compulsory training course including the full-scale simulator 

training for a new unit-prototype. 

The fact that the construction of the MKER power unit is planned at the Leningrad 

NPP site, makes it possible to form the staff of the operating shifts for the new power unit 

from the Leningrad NPP personnel who is highly experienced in the RBMK reactor 

operation. The operating staff training system available at Leningrad NPP can also be of 

great help. The implementation of the program concerning the provision of the Leningrad 

NPP educational and training centre (ETC) with the present-day full-scale RBMK-1000 

simulator and mastering of this facility in the practice of the staff training at the Leningrad 

NPP will to a great extent have an influence on all the Leningrad NPP structures, i.e. their 

proper and timely preparation for the MKER-800 power unit commissioning with the 

participation of the experienced staff; 

DEVELOPMENT PLANS 

Ensuring the NPP operation safety and efficiency is impossible without taking into 

account the role of the operating personnel in control, in-depth analysis of the mechanisms 

of information perception and the processes of decision-making. 

In the practice of the design and development of the present -day control systems 

meant for operating and planned plants, RDIPE is intensively developing the approach based 

on the construction of the testing ground where the full-scale equipment complex available 

for the I&C (SAR, SACS, process blocking and protection systems, mock-ups of the working 

operator places) is combined with a high-quality dynamic model of the control object 

operating in real time. Mock-up of the working operator places see on fig.2. 

This approach provides the possibility of studying the problems of the man-machine 

interaction, ergonomie designing the operator activities and studying the present-day high-

reliable facilities for man-machine interaction for MCR and other working places for the 

staff to control the plants under design. The result of these activities when developing ihe 

I&C for the MKER-800 plant will be the valuable grounds to construct the full-scale 
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simulator with the appropriate forestalling by the time of the Start-up and adjustment works 

at the real power unit. 
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